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Messag e  From
t h e  Found e r !

Dear Readers,

It is my absolute priviledge to bring forth Issue No. 6 of Etching the Path,
Lawcutor’s very own Monthy E-Magazine. 

Etching the Path is conceived as the medium of expression and preservation of
legal research. It is not a vehicle of any particular ideology, nor is it devoted
exclusively to the research models followed vividly by many, Instead it is the
culmination of letting the Authors run their imagination wild.  It is open to
expression of any views on any legal issue arising in any part of the world. But
its appearance is not dependent upon any stringent notions of Societal norms. 

The Editors focus on publishing this journal with utmost care, so as to enrich
the minds of it’s readers and provoking them to think and act upon various
current legal issues.

Thus, the Magazine has also becomes an important component of legal
education, training and skills learning for scholars.

As the Founder, I am extremely grateful to my Entire Team without whom this
milestone could not be reached. This Magazine of free thought is dedicated to
all our wonderful readers who have been with us since the inception.

Shubham Sharma
(Founder & Owner-Lawcutor)



Messag e  From t h e
Ed i t o r i a l  Board!

Law is an interesting subject. You see it from different angles; you will always get to see
something different. Law is the most diverse and dynamic field of law that makes its preachers
as well as people of the society grow and develop their horizons daily.  Law is an agent that
leads the society towards social change and modernisation. Where laws are made keeping in
mind the traditions and customs prevailing in the society, at the same time, they provide a
direction to the society. 

With time, government has come up with new regulations so as to ensure that nothing in the
society, which affects people in any way or which causes discrepancies in the society, remains
unregulated. Also, legislature always comes up with amendments and notifications so as to
remove inefficiencies, if existing in the current legislations, and to ensure that laws in our
country are as per the current social position and needs. For instance, due to the current
pandemic, notifications have been passed by the legislature to ensure that existing laws do not
prove to be a burden in the current situation. Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code is suspended for
few months and Government also provided various relaxations to taxpayers. Laws bring the
society together and ensure social order. Laws have been a part of human lives since years and
it continues to live with, and progress with its people each day. 

Law as a field of study has no dimensions and is limitless. And not just studies, it forms a part
of people’s daily life and goes on and progresses with the people of the society. Our magazine,
Etching the Path always comes up with a different areas of law. But for this issue, we have
decided to step into diverse fields of law. We have tried to incorporate different aspects of law
and brought to you different viewpoints.  Although it was difficult to incorporate all the aspects,
but with the help of our team, we made this possible. In the end, we aspire that this edition
helps you learn more and helps you in building your own thought spectrum.

Editorial Board-
ETCHING THE PATH

Adv. Sakshi Shairwal Ms. Anwesha Bhattacharyya Ms. Jhalak Nandwani
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INTRODUCTION

The part 3 of the constitution of India is the most important part. It determines the fundamental rights of the citizens of
India and also the foreigners residing or visiting in the territory of India. There is also an important fundamental right
among all of them i.e. right to life or Article 21. This is one of the remarkable feature of the constitution. This provision
marks its origin from the due process clause of American constitution. Though the due process clause is considered as an
inspiration for article 21, there are many differences between both of them. The difference between both of them can be
seen from the words written on it. Due process clause says that a person should not be denied from his life, liberty and
property accept from the ‘due process’ of law. It is a provision that saves the individual rights and personal liberties of the
people.  American constitution gave a provision in its constitution which protected the personal liberty. We should know
here that US didn’t introduced the concept of personal liberty. It was existing previously also. The famous sociological jurist
Roscoue Pond gave importance to the individual interests which gave the importance to personal liberty. Many theorists
have talked about liberty for example Bentham, Montesquieu,J.S Mills etc. 

The constitutional importance to the concept of personal liberty was given by US. Through US the provisions of Article 21
were borrowed. Article 21 says, that no person shall be deprived of his life and personal liberty without procedure
established by law. The purpose of explaining personal liberty and giving the difference between both the constitutions is
to tell the origin and constitutional recognition of personal liberty, which was the most important aspect of Maneka Gandhi
case. This article earlier was not having a wider scope or in other words it was not liberally interpreted by the Supreme
Court of India. The scope of Article 21 can be divided into 2 eras, first is AK Gopalan era and post Maneka Gandhi era.

A.K GOPALAN AND ARTICLE 21

This case was very popular and holding ground for more than 20 years. This was A.K Gopalan versus State of Madras[1]. The
preventive detention law was at question. It was claimed that it was restricting the liberty of the individual. The argument
from the petitioner’s side in this case was that the Article 21 should encompass within itself the uncodified principle of
natural justice while talking about such preventive detention law. This argument was rejected by the Supreme Court on the
ground that it cannot include such abstract and vague concepts. The 2nd argument raised by the petitioner was that there
is a similarity between the due process clause of the American constitution and the Article 21 words ‘procedure established
by law. As earlier we have seen that the due process model was an inspiration for Article 21 but here the petitioner was
saying that only the words were different but its interpretation and meaning is same as ‘due process’ clause. The last
argument by the petitioner in this case was that a law which is depriving an individual from his or her personal liberty
should pass the test given in Article 19. In the constitution by the first amendment of 1951 a test of reasonableness was
introduced in the clause 2 of Article 19. It allowed the state to impose some reasonable restrictions on the people and on
the fundamental rights. This argument of Article 19 was also rejected by the court. The court said that as far as the personal
liberty is concerned Article 20, 21 and 22 forms a comprehensive code. This comprehensive code can stand alone
irrespective of the other fundamental rights. This made the concept of mutual exclusivity. The court said that if a law is
made which does not violate Article 19 but revolves around the Article 21 and 22, such type of law should not be tested by
the virtue of Article 19. The reason being it is mutually exclusive to each other or having separate identity from each other.
This was a very narrow interpretation done by the Supreme Court of India. It is absolutely unnecessary to law to be just,
fair and reasonable as long as it is validly made law by legislature. Further, this concept was also cease to exist by two cases

[1]AIR1950  SC 27



i.e. R. C Cooper versus Union of India[1] and Benet Coleman versus Union of India[2]. These two cases gave the introduction
of a new concept of interdependence of fundamental rights which means the fundamental rights are interdependent on
each other and this also marked the departure from the concept of mutual exclusivity. In Benet Coleman’s case the court
said that if any law impacts Article 19, it has to co-pass the test of reasonableness given in Article 19(2).

MANEKA GANDHI AND ARTICLE 21

This case completely changed the way of constitutional interpretation of Article 21. This case gave the Supreme Court an
opportunity to look over to the decision of AK Gopalan case. One more important feature of this case was that it was a post
emergency case. In this case provision of the passport act was challenged. In this case the passport of the petitioner was
ceased. It was held in this case that the law can include the principles of natural justice. Almost all the civilized countries in
the world has drawn upon the principles of natural justice. This theory of natural justice though is vague includes the basic
principles of justice, which a human being should have. The rule of natural justice which was violated in this case was the
Audi-alterempartem rule, which was the most important rule of natural justice.

This rule literally means, ‘hear the other side’. This rule in a simple language means that an opportunity should be always
given to the party against whom the claims are being made by someone. According to this principle, every party should
definitely be given a chance to present his or her side in the case. This right is also available to an accused, who is charged
with a heinous crime to present his side in the case. So, basically this principle is said to be violated when the court or any
other competent authority passes an order, verdict, notification etc. without hearing the party, who is affected by this
order. The grounds which were mentioned to cease the passport of the petitioner were ‘public interest’. The point in
question before the court in this case was section 10(3) (c) of Passport Act 1967. This was done before even giving any valid
reason and without giving any opportunity to petitioner to present its side. This was considered completely arbitrary. This
made the petitioner file a case in the Supreme Court. The court also talked about the similarity of the due process in
American constitution and procedure established by law in Indian constitution. The meaning of due process was that the
process which is restricting the fundamental rights of the people needs to be compulsorily fare, just and reasonable. The
same is the thing with ‘procedure established by law’, it also requires that the process by which the government is
restricting the fundamental rights should be just, fair and reasonable, for eg: when police arrests an individual and keep him
in jail for committing murder, he can’t claim fundamental right of right to live with dignity because the procedure used by
the police here is just, fair and reasonable because it is to avoid injustice to the society. So, in other words both the
processes of Indian and American constitution were considered to be similar and parallel to each other. The court also said
that if a law does not affect but impact Article 19, it has to pass the test of reasonableness given in Article 19. For more
clarification, the court did not stop here it went ahead and said that it also have to pass the muster of Article 14 which talks
about arbitrariness. 

This is a concept which deals with the equality that, if any order or any decision given by a competent authority is arbitrary
it will be assumed to be unequal and struck down for being unconstitutional. Court also talks about the doctrine of
interdependence, that there is inter-relation between Article 21, 19 and 14. They cannot be held mutually exclusive to each
other. So, we can see that the whole argument which was rejected by the Supreme Court in the AK Gopalan case is
accepted here and by this court comes up with the liberal interpretation of Article 21 because of which the scope of Article
21 increased and there is not a single case related to Article 21 in which Maneka Gandhi is not referred.

[1]1970 (2) SCC 298
[2]AIR 1973 SC 106
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This completely changed the scope of article 21 and also changed the way of court towards seeing Article 21. Various rights
were being able to be included under Article 21 which helped to make new kinds of individual liberties and increased the
freedom of the people. Right to livelihood was also made the part of right to life in the case of Olgatelis versus Bombay
Municipal Corporation[1]. The landmark case of Vishakha versus State of Rajasthan[2] also made it clear that even the
sexual harassment of women at workplace is a violation of Article 21 because it denies right to live with dignity. The
landmark case which also included right to privacy under right to life K.S Puttaswamy versus Union of India[3]. So, the
privacy can also cover and include many rights in itself. Maneka Gandhi case has changed the era of Article 21.

CONCLUSION

This case has changed the methods of constitutional interpretation for Article 21. It has recognized many more rights
which are not required to be separately made by the legislature but can be understood by Article 21’s nature. It has open
new ways of judicial activism where a court can struck down a law even if they violate the new fundamental rights made
through Article 21. So, now Article 21, which was considered to be different from the due process clause, now it is similar to
it. This case have made the Article 21 liberal to such an extent that it can include more rights and liberties under it and
more are the individual rights and liberties in the country more liberal and more democratic it is. The true principle of
democracy and its meaning can be achieved when people are ensured more rights and liberties by the state. So, this case
has not only given new dimensions for our fundamental rights but also has open the way for getting more rights and
fundamental rights in future.

[1](1985) 3 SCC 545
[2]1997
[3](2018) 1 SCC  809
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Misuse: Moreover, one third of healthcare security breaches included an individual misusing his position of access to
internal resources. There is an example of “privilege abuse” where a technician may have access to your database for
the purpose of any data entry and later on, he may misuse the information. Statistics reveals that moreover 82.9% of
breach incidents are related to people misappropriating their position[2].
Humanerror: Certain breaches in healthcare are not actually intentional but are consequences of human mistakes or
errors. The most common type of errors is misconfiguration, mis-delivery (delivering the medical information to the
wrong individual), gaffe, omission, programing error, data entry error, publishing Error, disposal error (medical
documents discarded deprived of shredding), loss (misplacing a file containing insecure data) and so on. 
Physical theft: Ninety five percent of security incidents reported occurred due to physical cause. Documents and
laptops amount for at least 75% of all data theft incident in healthcare. So, when a laptop with PHI is stolen from a
hospital, it is not a data breach unless the data is encrypted. 
Hacking: This happens when a person intentionally gets unauthorized access to information. Hackers may find it easy
to steal credentials than cracking a system manually. To be frank, it is easy for a thief to open a safe with a key than to
break the locker and the same relies with the credentials so the hackers target them so often.

 INTRODUCTION:

A data breach is generally some unauthorised or illegal access over any confidential, protected or sensitive data. Breaches
usually include intellectual property, trade confidences, Personal health Information (PHI), and Personally identifiable
information (PII). Common incident of data breaches includes information such as credit card credentials, social security
numbers, corporate information, customer list, software source code, healthcare histories, etc.[1]  It doesn’t mean that all
data breaches are dramatic. In case a patient’s healthcare information is screened by an unauthorized employee also
constitutes a data breach. That information may be reached out by criminals and they may be directly used for gaining
entry to records and sensitive systems. There are cases where government agencies and enterprises have become guilt for
unveiling the confidential data to interlopers. Out of these various manners of data breaches an important and
unfortunately more prominent type of breach happens in the field of medicine.

The number of hospitals being made victim to these incidents have been raising anonymously. Sensitive data about the
patients are being misappropriated and sold in the black market for monetary values. In healthcare sensitive information
includes PHI, payer and payment records, employee data, and medical equipment.  The paper here is to convey the
coercions of disclosed information and some suggestions to knock down data theft in health care. 

HEATHCARE DATA BREACH CAUSES:
                        
The factors that cause data breaches in health care are relatively different from that happening in another industrial sector.
The 2018 Protected Heath Information Data Breach Report proposed that healthcare is sole from other breaches as in case
for healthcare the breach incidents are caused by internal actors reasonably in higher degree than external ones.  Here are
some major causes for healthcare data breaches

[1]Andrew Steger, Health tech (2017),https://healthtechmagazine.net/article/2019/10/what-happens-stolen-healthcare-data-perfcon
[2]Calyptix security, (2018),https://www.calyptix.com/hipaa/top-5-causes-of-data-breaches-in-healthcare/
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 CONSEQUENCES:

Medical data breach is much difficult and in fact expensive to identify and hence it is emerging in size and becoming more
dangerous of the other areas of data breach. Another considerable fact is that more than 50% of the victims in these cases
did not discovered themselves being victimized for data breach even after a certain period of the incident, moreover there
still exist another set of individuals who are still not cognisant of their personal data being breached. The incident of data
breach is sorted out by certain clients when they received letters for expenses made in their name by the thieves from the
creditors. Hence the consequences of medical data theft have become even more expensive, stressful and severe to
resolve. Certain clients have noted out-of-pocket payments to health plans and some others experiencing a rise in their
health insurance premiums. Some reports say that the victims are also subjected to mental agony and pressure. The
breaches also affect the business environment both financially and extorts their consumer relationship. The executives in
organisations make decisions in budget-line that may swing the risk onto the patients and the consequences of such
verdict make the patients to bear the brunt from health care data breaches and drastically for some like children this can
obstruct their financial balance and may border their life which they could desire of leading. The National Institution of
Standards and Technology (NIST) made a draft in order to prevent the data which is not properly backed up in a secured
place as a result of poor healthcare cyber security system. The NIST demanded that the report has to be considered as an
introduction to apt cyber hygiene. 

Data breaches in Indian organisations about Rs.12.8 crore between July 2018 and April 2019 on an average. The per capita
cost per lost stolen record was at Rs.5019 compared to   USD 150 per record which includes the cost factors such as
employee productivity, brand equity loss, customer turnover and so on[1].  The report was conducted by the Ponemon
Institute and sponsored by IBM security and the institute interviewed over 500 organisations that have reported breach
between July2018 and April 2019. The IBM Indian/South Asia Security Software leader Vaidhyanathan Iyer says that when it
comes to cyber security, the organisations have to invest on three core areas –cognitive threat management, risk
assessment based on business objectives and ensuring digital trust. The report added that the mean time to identify data
breach has increased to 221 days from 188 days, while the mean time to contain such breaches has decreased to 77 days
from 78 days. Unintentional data breaches from system and human errors are accounting to more than half of the health
care breaches and they are making the companies cost of USD 3.24 million and USD 3.5 million respectively. The report
instituted that the effects of healthcare data breach are felt even for years that average 67% of breach costs were
apprehended in the first year after the breach and 22% of them were realised in the second year and an 11% of them were
accrued after two years of such data breach. The cybercrime fetches a huge money to the criminals and awkwardly the
same is being loosed by the organisations.

DISHA

The Digital Information Security Act is the first step put forward by the Indian government in the healthcare security
breaches of patients. Of course, data is to be scattered in a country with a population more than one billion and even more
when it comes to health care data. The aims of DISHA are to make a positive response on the first draft and to be addressed
before the finalised legislation. DISHA in Hindi means direction and the word serves its purpose of showing the direction
and setting the vital data of patients on the right track. DISHA has three prime objectives – framing a digital authority in
both central and state level, privacy measures for digital health data care and modifying the storage and exchange of
electronic health data. The work done to sensitive personal data or information (SPDI) in electronic form is a subject to the
IT rules 2011. The rules deliberate a set of particular information to be SPDI. Those include physical, physiological and
mental health conditions, sexual orientations and medical histories and records. Any corporate entity that transacts with
SPDI of an individual is to obey the Data Protection Rules. The guidelines were essentially limited for the gaining consent
prior to the collection or transfer of SPDI. So, in a time where there is no data protection at all, the need for a highly
sensitive health information system was felt even more in course of time. A major issue was the absence of interoperability
of records between hospitals and diagnostic centres and in some cases between two departments of the same
institution[2]. The government did various steps in adopting a uniform health care information system and turned out with 

[1]Health Informatics, ,https://healthinformatics.uic.edu/blog/why-data-security-is-the-biggest-concern-of-health-care/
[2]Milind Antani, Darren Punnen & Anay Shukia, Nisith Desai Associates (2018),http://www.mondaq.com/india/healthcare/723960/disha-the-first-
step-towards-securing-patient-health-data-in-india
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CMS Data breach:  In 2013, around 75000 estimated individual data were accessed by breach of Healthcare. govt
reported by CMS (Centre for Medical and Medical Services). It was reported that anomalous activity in the enrolment
pathway for the agents and the brokers. CMS declared that they were working on the issue and the enrolment
pathways will be restored within 7 days. The issue became on of the notable severe caused data breaches[3].
Fire eye Threat Intelligence Report: The fire eye Intelligence agency submitted a report on IANS, declaring that a
username frankly known as ‘fallensky519’ accessed over 6800000 Indian-based health-care which contained patient
information, PII, doctor information and credentials. It was also reported that the access was gained by Chinese
hackers which may be either with the intend to access the cancer fend research or to sell the information in the
domestic pharmaceutical firm©[4].

 a swotted electronic health records standard of India in the last attempt which began in 2016. Unfortunately, these efforts
did not give the expected outcome. DISHA was drafted to focus on a piece of legislation to be more enactive and more
precise about the personal information. Under DISHA, there will be setting up of National Electronic Health Authority
(NEHA) for operational guidelines and protocols for the generation in the national level and at the state level, the State
Electronic Health Authority (SEHA) for ensuring whether the institutional level or the ground level is able to satisfy the
requirements of DISHA. DISHA also proposed the establishment of health information exchanges which could be a great
source of access and interoperability. It also forms authorities at central and state level to make certain investigations
related to SEHA, NEHA and health information exchanges. The Supreme Court in the case of Justice K.S Puttaswamy (Retd)
v. Union of India held that the right to privacy is always an innate part of life and personal liberty, DISHA specifically takes
this matter into consideration. The digital health data ownership is clearly sorted out by the draft of DISHA and the
medium of storage and transmission of the health data is owned by the health information exchange or the clinical
establishment. DISHA also defines that the patients should have their full rights to know that where their personal data are
stored and how far the multiple levels of security measures operate. Despite all those issues, DISHA is a proof that India is
moving in the right path in the matter of health  data security.

THE PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION BILL, 2018

The expert committee on July 27, 2018 published a report with a draft Personal Data Protection Bill 2018. The bill provided a
data protection legislation with the starter of certain concepts like limitation, collection limitation, privacy by design, data
storage limitation, security safeguards, transparency, centralized Data Protection Authority of India, etc[1]. The state and
the individuals have been stayed outside the scope of the IT act because the section 43A of the act tells about the sensitive
data available to the individual only when the corporate or the institution is negligent about the sensitive data and the bill
has expanded the scope of security and fetched the individuals and state under the jurisdiction of such sensitive data
protection. Under the bill there is a ground for explicit consent for dealing with the sensitive data, it allows the processing
of passwords, financial data, health data, official identifiers, genetic data and biometric data without consent and in case of
any public breakdown or emergency. The bill has also considered the need of personal data protection to children and
minors below 18 years of age and made provisions regarding the issue. However, the bill ascribes certain mechanisms
concerning age verification and parental consent, it had not defined any concerning what type of mechanism or procedure
to be followed. The most debated issue regarding this bill is the data localisation requirements. The bill also ascribes
certain penalties for the breach of the provisions which may be up to 15 crores or 4% of the entity’s turnover which
committed the breach but there are some practical issues in calculating the penalty charges for such breaches in
provisions. Hence the data security protection bill has received positive side of most sectors and of course certain storms
but to view as a whole the bill is a big forward step towards data security in India[2].

CASE LAWS

[3]Susan Morse, Healthcare Finance(2018),https://www.healthcarefinancenews.com/news/cms-responds-data-breach-affecting-75000-federal-aca-
portal
[1]Supratim Chakraborty & Aritri Roy Choudry, BW Business World (2019),http://businessworld.in/article/The-Personal-Data-Protection-Bill-2018-An-
Answer-To-India-s-Data-Protection-Issues-/01-01-2019-165633
[1]Bhumika Khatri, Inc4 (2018),https://inc42.com/features/the-personal-data-protection-bill-2018-does-everything-but-protect-personal-data/
[4]Indo-Asian News Service, India Today(2019), https://www.indiatoday.in/crime/story/hackers-attack-indian-healthcare-website-steal-68-lakh-

d 1590345 2019 08 22
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Personal Information theft by unauthorised hackers: The Justdial app suffered a data breach scandal when Rajashekar
Rajaharia, an independent internet security researcher alerted them for the data leak of their customers personal
information. The leak not only affected the customers and workers but also the people who have been calling the
company between 2005-2019. The company later clarified that the app has been updated and fixed as the older version
of the app was open to certain vulnerabilities[1]

 The employees can be provided with education and re-education regarding the HIPAA privacy and security rules.
The files and data comprising the secured personal information can be monitored recurrently to avoid the data
breaches         
There may be certain service associated agreements in an institution and they may be examined for proper security risk
deviance         
A perfect legal system can be maintained in order to face any lawsuits from patients regarding data breaches.      
DISHA can confront a detailed layout of the multiple security layers of informational passage and a sustainable level of
interoperability among the hospitals and the diagnostic centres can be upheld. 
The data localisation sector of the Data Protection Bill has been attempted to form in a much shorter period as the bill
requires the data to be stored in at least on serving copy and the number of personal servers can be increased.
The DISHA and the PDP bill both has to concentrate some more about the consent obtaining affairs regarding data
access.

SUGGESTIONS

In a vast country like India a far concern must be given to data protective legislation and besides healthcare data security is
an area where major data breaches take place and here are some counsels to avoid data breaches and protect our personal
information.        

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

CONCLUSION

The data breaches happening in healthcare are becoming costlier due to the recovery activities and the potential loss of
patients. The   organisations risk management plan would comprehensively consider the cost are important and they must
be implementing strong risk management strategies to avoid operation and reputational imbalances. Hence, adequate
preventive measures and security practices can make the data breach incidents reduce to an extend and also by solid
legislations.

[1]Prabhote Gill, Business Insider(2019), https://www.businessinsider.in/tech/news/biggest-data-breaches-of-2019-to-affect-
india/articleshow/72465865.cms
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Mitakshara School is followed all over in India. Here the legal heir becomes coparcener since birth andthe property
dissolves either by succession or by survivorship. As in the case of Joint Hindu Family, males who survive only become
coparceners.
On the other hand Dayabhagais primarily followed in West Bengal, Tripura and in some parts of Orissa.Here the
property dissolves only by succession. And not by birth of either it is son or daughter.The property is divided during
their father’s lifetime.
The Marumakkathayam system is followed mainly in Kerala and in some parts of Tamil Nadu. It’s a matrilineal society.
This system traces the women's inheritance right. Daughters and their children were an integral part of the household
and its ownership. 

“A vibrant and independent woman is much more beautiful than a woman who waits for people to validate her existence.”
Kelly McnelisSenegor

Introduction 

Since 1950, our Constitution has guaranteed the right to equality to every citizen. But for women, the rights have been
curtailed or limited by the society. Women have always been kept beneath her father, husband and then under their
children. They had no independent identity and always treated as subservient and dependent on male. Women had to fight
for their rights time and again and to avail ‘Coparcenary Rights’ is no different. But now this ideology has changed and
women are now gradually becoming  active participants of  the society. This paper includes dissolution of property
according to Indian traditional schools, 2005 amendment and Vineeta Sharma v. Rakesh Sharma case, key points,aim of
judgment and inheritance rights of women globally.
 
Shed above the head has always been a basic need of a person. As per original Indian Constitution, according to Article 19(1)
(f) and 31 has guaranteed and protected the right to property and later it was repealed and Article 300 A was inserted. India
has been a patriarchal society and had a parochial mindset. Thus, the laws enacted were misinterpreted because  rights
were assumed that they were only for males, whereas, the Constitution has stated “every person”.  Prior to enactment of
Hindu Succession Act, 1956 the properties were dissolved according to shastric and diverse customary laws and practises.
The distribution majorly depends upon three systems or schools i.e., Mitakshara, Dayabhaga and Marumakkatayam. The
difference between the two are: 

The Hindu Succession Act, 1956 consolidated these customary laws and made it uniform. Unfortunately excluded the
female’s rights. It is applicable on Hindu, Jain, Sikh and Buddisht. Sitaram Jajoo, Member of Madhya Pradesh Parliament,
during the discussion said, “ Here we feel the pinch because it touches our pockets. We, male members of this house are in
a huge majority. I do not wish that the tyranny of the majority may be imposed on the minority, the female members of this
House.” After introduction of Hindu Succession Act, 1956, rights of women were curtailed as they were given property only
for their maintenance (if separated or widow) or as guardians for their minor or unsound children. Even in case of death of
husband, the property is divided according to classes (Section 8 of aforesaid act) i.e., firstly relatives to parents, widow, son
and daughter respectively. By this, the widow got entitled for limited estate rights but still no such right of claim in
ancestral property was given to the daughter.

Women’s Coparcenary Rights
R A G I N I  P A L
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Besides these rules and rights the status of women were questionable. The legislatures took crucial steps to provide
women equal rights. For example rights enshrined according to article 14, 15(1),(3), 16 and Part IV of Indian Constitution
gives women right to equality, opportunity and protects them from any kind of discrimination. It is not limited to Indian
Laws, India being the signatory of various International Obligations and Conventions such as Article 11 and 16 of Convention
on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women, Article 17 and 25 of Universal Delaration of Human Rights,
Article 26 of International Covenant of Civil & Political Rights and the last Article 11 of International Covenant on Economic,
Social & Cultural Rights. These articles provide a right to adequate standard of living which includes women's right to
inheritance and right to take all necessary decisions for her living. Thus, being signatory of conventions, the rules are to be
domestically enforced. 

With need, the concept of ‘Women’s Coparcenary Rights’ changed immensely in 2005 as where daughters were given
limited rights to claim their property or if her ancestor passed away intestate. The aforesaid amendment got assent from
the President on September 5, 2005 and enforced on September 9, 2005.  This amendment omitted Section 23 and 24 and
focused on Section 6 of Hindu Succession Act, 1956 i.e., it abrogated the survivorship rule as followed in the Mitakshara 
 System and introduced rules of testamentary and intestate form to dissolve ancestral property and created 4 classes,
where the widow, son and daughter also get right in ancestral property. 

The Law Commission of India had played a pivotal role in abolishing Provision 23 of the Act and recommended in its 174th
Report “Property Rights of Women: Proposed reform under Hindu Law”. As Section 23 of the act discriminates women on
the basis of gender by disentitling female Hindus to ask for partition in dwelling houses owned wholly by Joint Hindu
Family until male member agrees or chooses her to be part of it and sharing their respective share with her. But a proviso
was added with it i.e. the woman cannot claim her property rights where the property is already dissolved prior to
December 20, 2004 and the amendment also raised issues regarding living fathers. The issue was dealt in the following
cases. 

In the case of Prakash & Others V. Phulavati & Others, (2016) 1 Supreme Court Case (Civ) 549 two bench J. Anil Dave and
A.K. Goyal, introduced two standards for application of the 2005 amendment. These were: restriction on reopening of
partition, if taken before December 20, 2004, and the other was that the ancestor should be living when amendment
enforced. Which means that the father should be alive when amendment enforced according to the second clause neither
Section 6 of the Hindu Succession Act, 1956 would be applied (dissolving coparcenary property of a person who died
intestate).  However after two year of the aforesaid case, in Danamma v. Amar, 2018 3 Supreme Court Case 343, the two
bench i.e. J. A.K. Sikri and Ashok Bhushan held that the daughter is entitled for inheritance even if father passed away
before September 9, 2005 and even if the dispute is still pending before the court.

These two Supreme Court judgments were conflicting and thus, created confusion. Then the issue was dealt in the early
beginning of the preceding month i.e., August 11, 2020, the three Judges bench of  the Apex Court J. Arun Mishra, S. Abdul
Nazeer and M.R. Shah in the case of Vineeta Sharma V. Rakesh Sharma[1] [2] Civil Appeal 32601/2018 held that “a daughter
is a coparcener by birth and that whether the father had died prior to or was alive on the date of the amendment was
irrelevant” and it would have retrospective effect. Which means that a daughter has the same rights as a son for
inheritance.  “It is the factum of birth of the daughter that gave her coparcenary rights. It is irrelevant when a daughter is
born, as devolution of property is a later stage which occurs as a consequence of death of a coparcener”.“Once a daughter,
always a daughter.” 

The court has overruled the Prakash v. Phulavati judgment and held that it is unnecessary that the father or owner of
property should be living as on September 9, 2005. It is undoubtedly that women’s coparcenary right now falls under the
category of unobstructed heritage as daughters have coparcenary rights by birth and no objection would be raised on
acquisition of the existence of the owner of property. The present court has complied with Danamma Case decision’s
extent till not conflicting and approved that daughters are entitled for coparcenary property by birth.



Enclosure of women in Coparcenary property,
Daughter would be coparcener since birth, same as son,
Process of allotment would be same as for son,
Daughter is entitled to be a coparcener in Hindu Undivided Family
Not necessary that the father or owner should be living till September 9, 2020 with
Entitled to dispose off her shares in coparcenary property at her own will,
In case of death of female coparcener before partition then children would be entitled for allotment. 

The court has emphasized on the equality rights of women on coparcenary and becoming independent. Daughters
cannot be deprived of their rights given under sec 6 of Hindu Succession of Act. “A son is a son till he is married. The
daughter shall remain coparcener throughout life, irrespective of whether her father is alive or not.” 
Can demand for her share in coparcenary property in case of pending and old dispute and also in case where it is
necessary. It is made to prevent injustice to family members and would be binding on her whether she avails her share
or not.
Omitted Section 3 of the aforesaid act as it restricts women from entitlement of property wholly occupied by Joint
Hindu Family. Until male members of the family choose to divide their shares.

Key Points of Judgment

 
Aim of Judgment
    

 
Right to claim ancestral property is optional (Doctrine of Waiver),  which means that a person is free to wave his/her rights
voluntarily. In the case of Basheshar Nath v. The Commissioner of Income Tax, Delhi, Rajasthan & Anr. 1959 AIR 149, the
Supreme Court held that a person cannot waive his fundamental right. But the contractual or statutory laws which do not
hinder anyone's other right cannot be waived. Thus, it is not necessary even for women to attain coparcenary rights.
Besides such opportunities there are some orthodox women who still are not willing to avail this right. And believe that it is
not their right for family bonding. But in such cases registered deeds should be executed by women. It is known as
‘HaqTyaag’. 
 
Conclusion

According to Manu “It is the duty of all husbands to exert total control over their wives. Even physically weak husbands
must strive to control their wives.” Thus, From being treated as a property to claim the property rights, the fight was long.
Before 1956 Act there were many customary practises to dissolve ancestral property but after the enforcement of Hindu
Succession Act, 1956 all such customary practises were made uniform. But still these laws were neither   fulfilling women’s
needs nor were according to Indian Constitution provisions. Thus, required further amendment. The 2005 Amendment
introduced classes and intestate provisions according to which widows and daughters were entitled to ancestral property.
But with amendment a clause was inserted which states that the father should be alive till September 9, 2005 and a
daughter cannot claim in such property which has already been dissolved. By this amendment daughters were recognised
as coparceners. With the additional clauses and exceptions confusions and contradictions between the judgments were
raised. To resolve such contradictions Vineeta Sharma v. Rakesh Sharma case is important. As the court in this case held
that a daughter has the same right as a son by birth and the clause of living father is irrelevant and if deems necessary then
can also claim rights in property which are already dissolved. 

“I raise up my voice not so I can shout but so that those without a voice can be heard we cannot succeed when half of us
are held back.”

MalalaYousafzai
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Mukesh Kumar v.   The State ofUttarakhand   2020(Civil Appeal No.1226 of 2020

Justice L. Nageswara Rao pronounced   that reservation in promotions in public positions is not a
fundamental right and States cannot be compelled to provide reservation in appointments and
reservations of public posts. Article 16(4) of the Constitution gives a discretionary power to the
state government to allow reservation to the people who are not adequately   represented in
services in such appointments; it is not a mandate on the State and it cannot be claimed as a
matter of right.

Anuradha Bhasin v. Union of India 2020 (WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO. 1031   OF   2019)

It was held that   Right to internet forms a part of freedom of speech and expression under Article
19(1)   (a)   and ban of internet in the State of Jammu and Kashmir is volatile of it.   The court also
stated that an order suspending internet services indefinitely is impermissible under the
Temporary Suspension of Telecom Services (Public Emergency or Public Service) Rules, 2017.To
review all restrictions on communications imposed in Jammu and Kashmir. In doing so, it
observed, ‘the freedom of speech and expression and the freedom to practice any profession or
carry on any trade, business or occupation over the medium of internet enjoys constitutional
protection under Article 19(1) (a) and Article 19(1) (g)’. This judgment establishes that the internet
serves as an important medium through which the fundamental rights to free expression and
occupation is actualised.

Arjun Panditrao Khotkar v. Kailash Kushanrao Gorantyal (CIVIL APPEAL NOS. 20825-
20826 OF 2017)

In this case it was stated that, Certificate required under Section 65B (4) is a condition precedent
to the admissibility of evidence by way of electronic record. Oral evidence in the place of such
certificate cannot possibly suffice as Section 65B (4) is a mandatory requirement of the law.
Section 65B (4) of the Evidence Act clearly states that secondary evidence is admissible only if lead
in the manner stated and not otherwise.

Atma Ram vs. Charanjit Singh (2020 (2) MLJ 587(SC)

The Supreme Courtopined that conduct of a plaintiff is very crucial in a suit for specific
performance. A person who issues legal notice on particular year claiming readiness and
willingness, but institutes suit after three years only with a prayer for mandatory injunction
carrying a fixed court fee, will not be entitled to discretionary relief of specific performance.
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SSIPL Lifestyle Pvt. Ltd. v. Vama Apparels (India) Private Limited & Anr. (CS (COMM)
735/2018]

The court held that arbitration clause can be waived by a party under dual circumstances- one by
filing a statement of defence or submitting to jurisdiction and secondly, by unduly delaying the
filing of the application under Section 8 by not filing the same till the date by which the statement
of defence could have been filed. In the background of the amendments in the CPC including
recent amendments in the context of Commercial Courts Act, 2015 and the amendments in the
Arbitration Act, the court concluded that the amendment to Section 8 is a conscious step towards
prescribing a limitation period for filing the Section 8 application. Thus, the limitation period for
filing of written statement as prescribed in the CPC, 1908 as well as Commercial Courts Act, 2015
would be applicable for filing of an application under Section 8. 

Ashok Kumar Kalra v. Wing Cdr. Surendra Agnihotri[(2020) 2 MLJ 189 (SC): LNIND 2019
SC 924]

The Supreme Court opined that Order VIII Rule 6A of Code does not put an embargo on filing
counterclaim after filing written statement, however, this does not give absolute right to
defendant to file counterclaim with substantive delay, even if limitation period prescribed has not
elapsed.   

Nagammal V. Senior Divisional Personnel Officer[(2020) 2 MLJ 53: LNINDORD 2019
BMM 6244]

The High Court of Madras, in, opined that executing Court could not go beyond decree unless
judgment debtor raise issue with regard to competency of Civil Court granting decree or about
executability of decree, in manner as it was decreed earlier.

Prathvi Raj Chauhan v. Union of India[(2020) 1 MLJ (Crl) 378 (SC): LNINDORD 2019 SC
1244]

The Supreme Court, in, opined that while considering any application seeking pre-arrest bail, High
Court had to balance two interests: i.e. that power was not so used as to convert jurisdiction into
that under Section 438 Code.

Chandrasekaran v. State[(2020) 1 MLJ (Crl) 437: LNIND 2019 BMM 1469]

The High Court of Madras, in, opined that in cases of honour killing, courts must be wary in
releasing accused on bail, particularly, when hostile, belligerent and remorseless attitude was
exhibited by accused.
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GANDHI JAYANTI
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

Gandhi’s inspiration for civil disobedience came from the writings of
Henry David Thoreau
David Ricardo
Leo Tolstoy
Bertrand Russell

1.
2.
3.
4.

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was called as Mahatma by
Bal GangadharTilak
Motilal Nehru
Jawaharlal Nehru
RabindraNath Tagore

1.
2.
3.
4.

During the Non-Cooperation Movement, which award did Gandhiji return?
Knighthood
RaiBahadur
Kaiser-e-Hind
Hind Kesari

1.
2.
3.
4.

When was Mahatma Gandhi arrested during the ‘Quit India Movement’ of 1942?
7th August 1942
30th April 1942
9th August 1942
5th July 1942

1.
2.
3.
4.

Gandhiji believed that
End justifies means
Means justify end
Neither end justifies means nor means justify end
End and means both should be justified

1.
2.
3.
4.

At which one of the following places did Mahatma Gandhi first start his Satyagraha in
India?

Ahmedabad
Bardoli
Champaran
Kheda

1.
2.
3.
4.
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GANDHI JAYANTI
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

Who is the author of Gandhiji’s favourite Bhajan ‘Vaishnavajana to tenekahiye’?
Purandar Das
Shyamal Bhatt
Narsi Mehta
Sant Gyaneshwar

1.
2.
3.
4.

In Gandhian Socialism
State is required
State is not required
State is sometimes required and sometimes not required
State is neither required nor not required

1.
2.
3.
4.

October 2, the birthday of Mahatma Gandhi is internationally observed as -
Non-violence Day
Vegetarians Day
Martyrs' Day
Communal Harmony Day

1.
2.
3.
4.

At which of the following sessions of the Indian National Congress, did Gandhiji preside
as the President?

Lucknow, 1916
Lahore, 1929
Calcutta, 1917
Belgaum, 1924

1.
2.
3.
4.

Who led the salt Satyagraha Movement with Gandhi?
Annie Besant
Mridula Sarabhai
Muthu Lakshmi
Sarojini Naidu

1.
2.
3.
4.

Gandhiji organized ‘Dandi March’ in 1930 against :
Atrocities on Harijans
Repression of the Congress
Imposition of tax on salt
The Communal Award

1.
2.
3.
4.



MONTHLY BULLETIN

The Rajya Sabha has passed the Jammu & Kashmir Official Languages Bill, 2020, which was passed by

the Lok Sabha yesterday. The bill declares 5 languages as official languages of the Union

Territory.However, English will continue to be used in the union territory for those administrative

and legislative purposes for which it was being used before the commencement of the Act. Urdu has

been the official language of Jammu and Kashmir prior to this Bill.The Bill declares 5 languages as the

official languages to be used for the official purposes of the union territory, from such date as the

Administrator of the union territory may notify for transaction of Business in the Legislative

Assembly of the union territory –KashmiriDogriUrduHindiEnglishThere were several demands to

make Punjabi as an official language of the UT as it is a widely spoken language among the locals

there.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi digitally

launched the Pradhan Mantri Matsya

Sampada Yojana (PMMSY). He also

launched the e-Gopala App, a

comprehensive breed improvement

marketplace and information portal for

direct use of farmers.What is it-It is a

flagship scheme for focused and

sustainable development of the

fisheries sector in the country as a

part of the Atma Nirbhar Bharat

Abhiyan.Nodal Ministry for I

implementation – Department of

fisheries, Ministry of animal

husbandry, Dairying and

Fisheries.Aim-Enhance fish production

by an additional 7000000 tonne and

increase fisheries export earning to

Rupees 1 lakh crore by 2024-

25.Double the income of fishers and

fish farmers. Reduce post harvest

losses from 20 to 25% to about 10%

.Generate an additional 55 lakh direct

and indirect gainful employment

opportunities in the fisheries sector

and allied activities.Investment and

Duration-An estimated investment of

rupees 20,050 crore for a period of 5

years from financial year 2020-21 to

2024-25 in all state/union territories .

The Global economic freedom index 2020 has been

released as a part of the economic freedom of the

world 2020 report by the Fraser Institute in Canada.

In India the report was published by Delhi-based

Centre for Civil Society.This is the 24th edition of

Economic Freedom of the World.What is it –The

report measures economic freedom of the ability of

individuals to make their own economic decisions in

a country by analysing policies and Institutions of

these countries.Indicators-It ranks countries by

looking at the indicators like regulation, freedom to

trade internationally, size of government, property

rights, government spending and

taxation.Coverage-The report use data from 2018 as

the latest year of comparable statistic and analysis

policies and Institution of 162 countries and

territoriesRank-The index has been topped by Hong

Kong followed by Singapore. India has been ranked

105 in the index. It was ranked 79th in the previous

edition of this report .
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President Ram Nath Kovind on Sunday gave his assent to all the three contentious farm bills, which

opposition parties say are anti-farmer and corporate-friendly, after they were recently passed by

Parliament during its monsoon session amid vehement protests.The three bills – The Farmers Produce

Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Bill, 2020, The Farmers (Empowerment and

Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance and Farm Service Bill, 2020, and The Essential Commodities

(Amendment) Bill, 2020 – have now become acts.The government, which has said that these landmark

legislations will make farmers self-reliant, has notified them. More than a dozen opposition parties had

urged President Kovind not to sign the contentious bills, alleging that they were passed

“unconstitutionally” in “complete disregard” of parliamentary norms.The Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) even

pulled out of the Bharatiya Janata Party-led National Democratic Alliance (NDA) coalition at the Centre

over the passage of the contentious farm bills, which the Punjab-based party said were “lethal and

disastrous”. The SAD and the BJP had been allies since 1996 when both forged a pre-poll alliance ahead of

the 1997 Punjab assembly elections which brought them to power.Farmers, especially in Punjab and

Haryana, have been protesting against the bills and have said the Centre’s farm reforms would pave a

way for the dismantling of the minimum support price system, leaving them at the “mercy” of big

companies.Prime Minister Narendra Modi has been trying to allay the fears of the farmers, saying that

the country’s agriculture sector has unshackled itself after the passage of these bills. Farmers and the

farm sector, Modi said, need to be strong to lay a strong foundation of “Atmanirbhar Bharat”.

On September 26th, J&K Official

Languages Bill gets Presidential assent. It

is a new legislation that provides for

inclusion of Kashmiri, Dogri and Hindi in

the list of official languages in Jammu and

Kashmir, in addition to Urdu and English,

has been notified after President Ram

Nath Kovind gave his assent. 

Purpose:

The amendment Act has been enacted to

provide for the languages to be used for

the official purposes of the Union

territory of Jammu and Kashmir and for

matters connected therewith or

incidental thereto. Changes Brought

According to the amendment, Kashmiri,

Dogri, Urdu, Hindi and English languages

will be the official languages to be used

for all or any of the official purposes of

the Union territory. However, English will

continue to be used in the union territory

for those administrative and legislative

purposes for which it was being used

before the commencement of the Act. The

Act also directs the Administrator to take

necessary steps to strengthen the existing

institutional mechanisms such as the

Academy of Art, Culture and languages in

the Union territory, for the promotion

and development of regional languages of

the Union territory. According to the Act,

institutional mechanisms are to be set up

to make special efforts for the promotion

and development of Gojri, Pahari and

Punjabi languages.

The Haryana Legal Services Authority conducted its inaugural session of the daily e-lok adalat as an

initiative to provide a medium to settle disputes by use of Alternative Dispute Redressal mechanisms.

The daily e-Lok Adalat is a step forward to build on the foundation already laid.Justice Rajiv Sharma,

Judge, Punjab and Haryana High Court and Executive Chairman, HALSA inaugurated daily e-Lok Adalats

in the state of Haryana to help the litigants for amicable settlement of disputes. The E-Lok Adalat

conveneed on 18.09.2020 has successfully setteled a total of 8538 cases.Sh. Parmod Goyal, Member

Secretary, HALSA mentioned in his speech that daily E-Lok Adalat will provide much-needed relief to

litigants owing to the restrictive working of Courts in view of COVID 19 Pandemic. Justice Rajiv Sharma

acknowledged the difficulties being faced by litigants and applauded the efforts put up by HALSA

through DLSAs by extending all possible help either directly or through District Administration during

the Lockdown period.
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A Delhi court Thursday sent former JNU student Umar Khalid, arrested under UAPA charges in a case

related to northeast Delhi riots in February this year, in judicial custody till October 22.Khalid was

produced before Additional Sessions Judge Amitabh Rawat through video conferencing after his 10 day

police custody expired.According to police, an FIR was registered against Khalid on March 6 based on

information provided by an informer to Sub-Inspector Arvind Kumar of the narcotics unit of the Crime

Branch. As per the FIR, Kumar said the informer told him that the Northeast Delhi riots in February

were part of a “premeditated conspiracy” allegedly hatched by Khalid, one Danish, and two others

associated with different organisations.

Nearly three decades after the incident sent shockwaves through the nation, a Special CBI Court in

Lucknow today acquitted BJP leaders LK Advani, Murli Manohar Joshi, Uma Bharti and 29 others in

the Babri Masjid demolition case.

The verdict was passed today by Special CBI Judge Surendra Kumar Yadav.

The demolition of the Babri Masjid at Ayodhya took place on December 6, 1992, at the hands of kar

sevaks who believed the site to be the birthplace of Lord Ram.

This led to the registration of two separate FIRs, one against unnamed kar sevaks for the

demolition of the structure, and the other against eight BJP leaders for instigating the demolition

of the structure. The case was later transferred to a Special CBI Court.

However, the accused had pleaded innocence maintaining that there is no evidence to prove their

guilt and claimed they were implicated by the then Congress government at the Centre as a

political vendetta.
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